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ABSTRACT

Agricultural activities cause rapid changes in vegetation
development at local and regional scales. Those
modifications affect the small-scale behavior of animals,
like the foraging ground usage of breeding white storks.
Only recently, a novel approach, that enables to quantify the
relationship between mowing and harvesting activities and a
prolonged foraging time of storks by combining remote
sensing time series with GPS telemetry, has been proposed.
This study examines the stability of this approach. We
investigate two potential influencing factors: different
vegetation indices and time lags over which vegetation
dynamics were retrieved. Mostly independent from the
vegetation index and time lag, we observed that storks spent
large proportions of foraging time in areas characterized by
a recent drop in vegetation indices, indicative for a preferred
usage after harvesting and mowing events. This suggest that
the proposed approach is relatively stable and hence,
provides a reasonable basis to investigate the effects of
anthropogenic vegetation alterations on animal behavior at
small spatiotemporal scales.
Index Terms² remote sensing, telemetry data,
vegetation dynamics, Anthropocene, habitat usage
1. INTRODUCTION
Man-made alterations of the environment, e.g. ongoing land
transformations and climate change, pose a major threat to
global wildlife [1]. A comprehensive and detailed
understanding of the impact of such processes on various
aspects of animal life and, in the long term, on survival of
species is still in its infancy. Combining remote sensing and
telemetry data enables to link environmental characteristics
to movement trajectories, behavior and habitat use of
animals [2]. This provides an unprecedented opportunity to
thoroughly assess how wildlife copes with anthropogenic
environmental alterations.
A well-researched topic often investigated using a
combination of remote sensing time series and telemetry
data, is the ³JUHHQ ZDYH K\SRWKHVLV´ Studies focusing on

  



  

this subject aim to identify the influence of vegetation
green-up on the choice of foraging areas made by herbivores
during migration [3], [4]. These investigations have one
element in common: they mainly consider the influence of
seasonal vegetation growth cycles on animal behavior.
However, vegetation development at regional and local
scales is, beyond seasonal patterns, strongly affected by
human activities such as harvesting cycles. These practices
can significantly impact animal behavior though mainly at
small spatial scales. In-situ observations of breeding white
storks, for instance, revealed prolonged foraging on
cropland and grassland fields after management practices
such as harvesting or mowing [5]. However, a method to
properly quantify this animal-environment relationship by
other means than observations did not exist until recently.
The currently active Landsat 7 and 8 satellites
repeatedly record the Earths¶ surface every 8 days with a
spatial resolution of 30m in the optical domain. Those
spatial and temporal properties are suitable to retrieve intraannual profiles of vegetation indices, like the NDVI, at field
scales and enable to identify abrupt changes, like a drop in
vegetation indices as induced by harvesting and mowing
practices [6], [7]. State of the art telemetry collars like those
provided by the e-obs GmbH allow for tracking animal
movement with 5-minute resolution [8] and hence, facilitate
to retrieve detailed information on daily foraging ground
usage of white storks. With regard to this, [9] proposed a
novel approach, relying on a combination of Landsat time
series and e-obs telemetry data, to systematically capture
small-scale, man-made vegetation changes and to
investigate their effects on white storks¶ foraging behavior.
In line with the in-situ observations, they found that white
storks spent large amounts of foraging time at fields
characterized by a recent drop in NDVI, indicative for a
frequent usage after mowing and harvesting.
In this study, we aim to investigate the stability of this
approach. We focus on two influencing factors, differing
vegetation indices and time lags over which vegetation
dynamics are measured. We want to test if the observed
foraging ground preferences of white storks can be
reproduced with different data combinations.
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2. STUDY AREA
The study area comprises the breeding areas of the 18
considered white storks. Those are located at the northeastern part of Germany in the vicinity to Loburg (ƍ1
ƍ(), Beuster (ƍ1 ƍ(), and the Drömling
Nature Park (ƍN 11°7ƍ(). This region is characterized
by high shares of agricultural areas and moderate amounts
of grassland.
3. METHOD
3.1. Derivation of vegetation indices from remote sensing
time series on field scale
To characterize the intra-annual vegetation development, we
used a time series of Landsat 7 and Landsat 8 Top-ofAtmosphere data with cloud coverage <100% for the year
2014. Initially, we applied the ATCOR-2 software [10], to
correct atmospheric effects and to derive surface reflectance.
Subsequently, we identified pixels which were unusable due
to opaque clouds, haze, radiometric saturation or, in case of
Landsat 7, affected by the Scan-Line Corrector failure [11]
with the Landsat Quality Assessment band. To
accommodate for differences in the spectral resolution
between the Landsat 7 and Landsat 8 spectral bands, we
normalized the Landsat 7 surface reflectance to the Landsat
8 surface reflectance. This was accomplished by applying
the approach proposed by [12].
After completion of these steps, we calculated four
vegetation indices (VI) for every image of the Landsat time
series. These comprised the NDVI [13], EVI [14], SAVI
[15] and MSAVI2 [16]. We utilized a data model containing
vectorized landscape objects [17] as basis for field
boundaries. Subsequently, we spatially linked these
boundaries to a landcover classification [18] to identify
agricultural and grassland fields. We combined the fields
with the previously generated VI time series and calculated
the spatial median VI for each field and time step using the
pixels located within a field boundary. In a final step, we
estimated a time series of daily VI values per field using
Thin-Plate Spline smoothing [19].
3.2. Derivation of foraging ground usage from telemetry
data on field scale
We used e-obs telemetry data of 18 breeding white storks to
characterize their foraging ground usage. This data was
collected within a preceding research project and included
individual locations (5-min temporal resolution) with
classified movement behavior from 2014 [8]. For every bird,
we excluded the spring and autumn migration periods and
retained solely locations which were classified as ³walking´
or ³resting´. The latter two mirror the foraging behavior of
white storks which is characterized by walking movements
and short resting periods [20]. Subsequently, we assigned
the foraging locations to individual foraging bouts. To
generate more robust representations of the habitat usage

from the location data, we fitted a movement model to every
foraging bout following the approach suggested by [21]. We
used these models to simulate 1000 almost continuous
movement paths with a 15-second temporal resolution per
foraging bout. In a final step, we calculated the (median)
daily time spent within a field, by a spatial overlay of the
individual simulation sets with the boundaries of the
cropland and grassland fields.
3.3 Stability characterization of the effect of vegetation
dynamics on foraging behavior
Agricultural management activities like harvesting and
mowing cause VI to decrease [6], [7]. To make this abrupt
change measurable, we calculated the amplitude of VI
change for a time period of one up to 50 days before a
registered foraging visit on a field as proposed by [9]. The
amplitude is defined as the difference between the
maximum and minimum VI. It takes a negative form if the
maximum occurred earlier in time than the minimum. Fields
visited after harvesting or mowing should be characterized
by low VI and a negative amplitude of VI change.
The characteristics of a field were defined by the VI
registered during a visit and the amplitude of VI change
registered (one up to 50 days) before a visit. We used the
amplitude value 0 to discriminate between negative and
positive amplitude of VI change. To separate between low
and high VI, we computed the mean between the 10th and
90th percentile of all VI values registered on the fields
during foraging visits. We did this separately for grassland
and cropland as well as the four considered VI. Next, we
computed the percentual proportions of the total time the
white storks spent foraging in fields with four different
characteristics defined by the VI (low/high) and amplitude
of VI change (negative/positive). We did this for all
considered VI and time lag combinations. Finally, we
compared the relative proportional shares of foraging time
among those different data combinations.
4. RESULTS
On cropland, we observed the highest proportion of white
storks foraging time at fields with low VI and negative
amplitude of VI change (Fig. 1 - left column). This result
was independent of 1) the considered VI and 2) the time lag
for which the amplitude of VI change was computed.
On grassland, we observed large proportions of
foraging time in fields with low VI and negative VI change
as well as in fields with high VI and positive VI change
(Fig. 1 - right column). This result was inconclusive when
the amplitude of VI change was calculated for periods of
less than ~ 10 days before a visit. However, it became stable
with larger time lags and was independent from the utilized
VI.
Both, the findings for cropland and grassland confirm
the results highlighted by [6]. The proposed approach to
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Fig. 1: Percentual proportions of the total time white storks spent foraging in fields with four different characteristics defined
by the VI (low/high) and amplitude of VI change (negative/positive) registered during and before a visit, respectively. The xaxis displays the time lags from one up to 50 days before a visit for which the amplitude of VI change was calculated. Each
row represents the results of the quantification for a different VI. The columns separate between cropland (left-hand side) and
grassland fields (right-hand side).
uncover the influence of anthropogenic vegetation
dynamics on foraging behavior of white storks provides
thus, no matter which data combinations are utilized,
relatively stable results.

5. CONCLUSION
Our findings emphasize that high spatiotemporal
resolution vegetation index time series provide reliable
means to investigate the influence of small-scale
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anthropogenic environmental changes on foraging behavior
of white storks. The approach proposed by [9] should,
beyond the white stork, be similarly suited to investigate
how human-activities affect behavior and habitat usage of
other species. In light of agricultural intensification and the
increasingly threatened farmland species, such an approach
could aid to build a knowledge basis for conservation
management.
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